The key to successful deployment of garbage collection in real-time systems is to enable provably safe schedulability tests of the real-time tasks. At the same time one must be able to determine the total heap usage of the system. Schedulability tests typically require a uniformed model of timing assumptions (inter-arrival times, deadlines, etc.). Incorporating the cost of garbage collection in such tests typically requires both artificial timing assumptions of the garbage collector and restricted capabilities of the task scheduler. In this paper, we pursue a different approach. We show how the reactive object model of the programming language Timber enables us to decouple the cost of a concurrently running copying garbage collector from the schedulability of the real-time tasks. I.e., we enable any regular schedulability analysis without the need of incorporating the cost of an interfering garbage collector. We present the garbage collection demand analysis, which determines if the garbage collector can be feasibly scheduled in the system.
INTRODUCTION
As capabilities of embedded devices increase, the possibilities and demands of more complex systems arise. This leads to an ever increasing need of more sophisticated runtime system features. The ability to use shared dynamic Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. CODES+ISSS '10, October 24-29, 2010 , Scottsdale, Arizona, USA. Copyright 2010 ACM 978-1-60558-905-3/10/10 ...$10.00. data and parallel/concurrent execution of tasks are both examples of features that enables the programmer to more extensively utilize these new capabilities. However, the two features in conjunction makes automatic memory management (garbage collection) a necessity.
Garbage collection has widely been acknowledge for reducing development time as well as enhancing reliability of software systems. In the real-time system context, the work on garbage collection can roughly be divided into two categories. The first category concerns the development of garbage collection algorithms suitable for real-time systems. This line of work was initiated already in the late 70's by Baker [2] , and has since then received most of the attention. The second category, to which this paper belongs, concerns schedulability analyses of garbage collected real-time systems. This line of research was initiated by Henriksson [14] .
A real-time system is defined in terms of a set of tasks for which timing assumptions are uniformly defined (interarrival times and patterns, deadlines, etc.). Corresponding schedulability tests crucially depend on the uniformed task model [21] . Adapting such tests to incorporate the cost of garbage collection typically imposes unnecessary restrictions on both task model and scheduler. The main issue is that schedulability analysis requires execution time estimates of the tasks to be independent, whereas such estimate of a garbage collector depends on a combination of memory and timing behaviors of the real-time tasks.
In this paper, we pursue a different approach. We show how an incremental copying garbage collector [18] deployed as a concurrent process in the reactive environment of the programming language Timber [23] enables us to decouple the cost of garbage collection from the feasibility of the realtime tasks. I.e., we enable any schedulability analysis for a real-time system, without the need of incorporating the cost of garbage collection into that analysis. Instead, we offer another analysis, decoupled from the regular schedulability analysis. Given a schedulable set of tasks, our analysis provides a sufficient test to determine if the garbage collector can be scheduled in the system. We call this analysis garbage collection demand analysis. Our approach relies on the following two key properties:
1. Each atomic increment of the garbage collector can be executed within a small and constant time (including root-set scanning and synchronization operations).
2. In order to preserve schedulability of the task set, the garbage collector runs as the lowest priority process.
The running time of a concurrent copying garbage collector depends on the amount of live heap memory and the synchronization work due to interrupting mutators. Besides timing assumptions for the task set, our analysis requires upper-bounds on global live heap space and heap allocation of each task as input parameters. Such analyses does not fit within the scope of this paper. However, a forthcoming paper presenting live heap space analysis for real-time systems is in preparation [19] .
The general motivation behind this paper is pervaded by the ambition to achieve provable schedulability properties of a real-time garbage collector, as opposed to improve performance. Although improving schedulability is important, it is not within the scope of this paper to embark that field. Instead, our objective is to enable schedulability tests for garbage collection independently of which scheduling policy that is employed for the real-time tasks.
TIMBER -REACTIVE OBJECTS
Timber is a, strongly typed, object-oriented programming language for reactive real-time systems. The basis of the language is the reactive object. This section is a brief description of the parts of the language that are relevant to the rest of this paper. More in-depth descriptions can be found at the Timber official homepage [23] , in the draft language report [5] , the formal semantics definition [7] , and the descriptions of the reactive object model [25, 24] .
The reactive objects in Timber are concurrent. That means, activity in one object can execute concurrently with activity in other objects. Furthermore, objects are the only state carrying data structures (mutable data) and the only way to access the state of an object is through its methods. State integrity is preserved by restricting methods of one particular object to execute under mutual exclusion. In order to preserve aliveness, methods cannot block-and-wait for future events. Events are instead interpreted as method calls and each method will eventually terminate, leaving the object in an idle state. Methods can either be asynchronous (equivalent to events in their own right) or synchronous rendezvous operations.
Timber offers a capability to express timing constraints directly in the model. Asynchronous methods (events) are associated with both a baseline (earliest release time) and a deadline (latest response time). If not explicitly set, the baseline of a method invocation is inherited from the method who called it. If the event is due to an interrupt, the baseline is set to the time-stamp of the interrupt. Deadlines are expressed relative to the current baseline. Similar to baselines, deadlines are inherited if not explicitly set.
Correct timing behavior of a method is that it must start executing and finish within its permissible execution window. Baselines and deadlines can be adjusted by explicitly expressing it in the definition of an asynchronous method (or by the caller).
Aside from the reactive objects, Timber consists of a expression layer based on a pure (no side-effects, only immutable data) call-by-value functional language.
THE TIMBER RUN-TIME MODEL
In order to meet the semantic specification of the language, a Timber program will depend on the infrastructure provided by the run-time kernel of the language. Conceptually, the kernel has to offer the following services:
• Create an object,
• Send a synchronous message, and
• Send an asynchronous message (possibly delayed).
In reality, creating an object maps to allocation of storage. The only difference between allocating an object and an immutable data structure (struct, tuple, cons cell, etc.) is that in order to enable mutual exclusion between methods of the same object, each object needs a lock field. A synchronous rendezvous is simply accomplished by locking the object before running the code of the method, and release the lock afterwards. An asynchronous method call on the other hand requires a new message (conceptually an execution thread) to be allocated and enqueued in the proper message queue (timer queue if delayed). Once this message gets to run, it simply makes a regular synchronous call.
The default scheduling mechanism in the kernel is a preemptive priority scheduler based on deadlines. Delayed messages are scheduled based on baselines. The scheduler interacts with three types of data; objects (includes locks), messages (including executable code, possibly parameters, a baseline, and a deadline), and threads (messages extended with an execution context). Objects are the shared resources for which messages acquire and release locks. Asynchronous messages that are latent (either delayed or pending) are, when scheduled to run, promoted to a unique thread. The concurrency of a Timber program is thus accomplished by the scheduler; which, for each independent schedulable message, may allocate a new unique thread of execution.
The interface of the scheduler consists of four entry points.
1. Whenever a new asynchronous message is posted (either internally by another method or externally by an interrupt).
2. When a method calls lock or unlock for an object.
3. When a method terminates.
When a timer interrupt occurs.
The scheduler manages three main data structures. A stack of active threads (including, of course, each thread's individual stored execution context), a priority queue of pending messages, and a queue of delayed messages ordered by earliest baseline first.
There are a few very important properties of the kernel that are worth mentioning. All lock operations eventually return, either with the acquired lock or with a deadlock error. The lock of an object may only be owned by one message at a time. The highest priority thread, or the thread holding a lock wanted by the highest priority thread, will always be the one scheduled to run. All messages will run after their baselines since a delayed message will be promoted to the queue of pending messages once its baselines has expired. The aliveness property of a Timber program is crucially dependent upon the fact that a successful lock is always followed by an unlock and that all locks are acquired in a nested manner.
THE GC ALGORITHM
We will base our analysis on the incremental copying garbage collector presented in [18] . In this section we give a shortened description of the essential parts of the algorithm. For a complete specification with correctness proofs see the original presentation.
We use Cheney's in-place breadth-first traversal of gray objects [9] , and we deploy a read barrier similar to that of Brooks [6] ; i.e., reads to old copies in white space are forwarded to their corresponding new copies in the gray/black heap. Furthermore, we use a write barrier in the style of Steele [27] , where the tri-color invariant is upheld by reverting black objects to gray upon mutation.
Let x, y, z range over heap addresses, and let n range over integers. Let u, v range over values and be either a heap address or an integer. Let U and V range over sequences of such values.
A heap node can be either a sequence of values (enclosed by angle brackets V ) or a single forwarding address (denoted •x). A heap H is a finite mapping from addresses to nodes, as captured by the following grammar.
We write U, V to denote the concatenation of the value sequences U and V . Along the same line, we write H, G for the concatenation of heaps H and G, provided their domains are disjoint.
The heap is described as a triple of subheaps separated by heap borders ( | ). A heap border has the same meaning as the regular concatenation operator for heaps, but it also provides necessary bookkeeping information. The three subheaps capture the white, gray, and black part of the heap as in the tricolor abstraction [10] .
The algorithm is based on a labeled transition system (LTS) [22] , where garbage collection transitions are so called internal (τ ) transitions. Each individual τ transition constitutes an atomic increment by the garbage collector. In Figure 1 and 2, all possible internal transitions are shown. Determinism between different internal transitions are achieved by pattern matching, as each configuration matches only one single clause. The clauses are furthermore divided into two groups, which we call scan and copy transitions. A garbage collection cycle is a sequence of such transitions beginning with a Start transition and ending with a Done transition.
Notice that an active garbage collection cycle is identified by a non-empty white subheap.
In contrast, the external transitions, such as mutations and allocations, are labeled, denoted by H l −→ H . The definition of these transitions are shown in Figure 3 . We use a single root pointer r to capture the root-set. Even though a real system most likely will contain more than one root, this can easily be captured in our model by adjusting the content of the node pointed to by r. I.e., the actual root-set is the content of the node labelled r.
At the beginning of a cycle the heap has the form ∅ | G, r → V | ∅, and initiating a garbage collection cycle (Start) invalidates the whole heap except for the root node. That is, all nodes but r are made white by placing them to the left of the white-gray heap border. The algorithm then proceeds by scanning gray nodes (ScanStart) and takes proper actions when embedded addresses are encountered. This is accomplished by a scan pointer that traverses the gray nodes. The scan pointer is denoted by the symbol ↓ and has similar function and purpose as the heap borders, i.e. regular concatenation as well as bookkeeping information. When a whole node has been scanned it is promoted from gray to black (ScanDone). When there are no more gray nodes to scan the garbage collector is finished (Done).
During scanning of a gray node, encountering an address may result in one of three possible actions. If the address found is not in the white heap, the algorithm just goes on to examine the next gray node field (ScanAddr). If the address is in the white heap, and the corresponding node is a forwarding node, the forwarding address replaces the encountered address (Forward). If, on the other hand, the node found is a regular white node, copying is initiated (CopyStart). This is done by allocating a new empty node in the gray heap and locking the scan pointer, which we denote by the alternative concatenation symbol symbol ↑ z (where the index is the address of the new empty node). The white node is then copied word by word (CopyWord) until the whole node has been copied (CopyDone). At this point, the address of the newly allocated node replaces the old encountered address, and the original white node is converted into a forwarding node.
SCHEDULING THE GC
The problem of scheduling garbage collection in real-time systems is twofold. The requirements put on the garbage collector scheduler are:
1. the garbage collector must not cause any task to miss its deadline, and
the system must not run out of memory.
One can easily see that fulfilling one of the requirements may cause a failure to meet the other. E.g., to avoid running out of memory, the garbage collector needs to run, which in turn may cause a task to fail meeting its deadline. This scheduling problem is not easily solved and it becomes even more difficult in our case because we use a copying collector, which, conceptually, has to finish before any garbage memory can be reused.
Idle time GC
In the general case, finding and scanning the root-set incrementally is a very difficult task. The problem is that the root-set is not constant. Finding all roots requires scanning of, not only static fields and CPU registers, but also the run-time stacks. Since the depth and content of the runtime stacks are not constant, the cost of scanning them is bound to be unpredictable. Scanning them incrementally is also deemed to be notoriously hard due to their volatile nature. In the worst case, the scanning process would need to be restarted at each increment since the content of the stacks may have been altered altogether. The idea of possibly restart the scanning process of an arbitrary sized root-set at each increment is not very appealing, especially not when it comes to real-time systems.
In order to remedy this problem, we will restrict the garbage collector to only run at idle time. Although this policy has been considered inferior to other approaches (in terms of performance), it comes with a couple of substantial advantages.
Constant time root-set scanning
In a reactive system, such as Timber, the root-set during idle time is very small. The queue of pending messages is empty and no run-time stacks exist. In fact, the root-set consists of only two elements, the interrupt vector and the queue of delayed messages. The size of these data structures are directly connected to the number of tasks defined. Since periodic task releases are achieved by posting a delayed message for the next instance of the task, each periodic task will contribute with one message in the queue of delayed messages. Tasks that are connected to external events (hardware interrupts) has their corresponding messages in the interrupt vector. Thus, if the set of tasks is statically known, the size of the root-set is also statically known.
Schedulability analysis is preserved
Since the garbage collector is the lowest priority process in the system it will never compete for CPU time with the real-time tasks. Nonetheless, if the garbage collector is running (which must be assumed in the worst case) some extra overhead is put on the tasks due to synchronization issues. Furthermore, even though the garbage collector is incremental, the longest atomic increment must be taken into account as an execution time overhead for each task.
In the next section we will look into the details of these overheads and show that the synchronization overhead, is very small (zero for the hard real-time case).
GC OVERHEAD
Restricting the garbage collector to only run at idle time reduces the problem of determining the time overhead due to garbage collection significantly. The induced overhead can be divided into two parts, the cost of actually inter- rupting the garbage collector while it is running, and the cost of synchronizing with garbage collector (read and write barriers).
Longest atomic increment of the GC
The longest atomic increment of the garbage collector is easily determined directly from the algorithm definition ( Fig. 1 and 2 ). Since none of the transitions are dependent on any variable-sized data the cost is constant in terms of number of instructions to execute.
Synchronization
Generally, the need of synchronization for an incremental garbage collector is to preserve the tri-color invariant [10] . However, for a copying garbage collector the situation is a little bit trickier. Not only is the synchronization mechanism needed to preserve the liveness view of the heap but also for assuring that mutators access the new copies (if they exist) of heap objects. The synchronization between mutators and the garbage collector typically boils down to so called barrier methods. One for reading and one for writing heap data.
The reactive objects of Timber enable us to reduce these synchronizations substantially. The reason is that the only mutable data structures are the objects. Immutable data, as pointed out already by Doligez and Leroy [11] as well as Huelsbergen and Larus [15] , require no synchronization actions.
Since access to objects must be made under mutual exclusion, a combined read/write barrier can be used that is invoked as part of the lock operation. That is, instead of calling a barrier method for every heap access, we now only need to invoke the barrier when an object is locked. Since most methods only lock one object, the combined read/write barrier is called only once per method invocation.
Hard real-time systems
Since an object should contain at least one method in order to be meaningful, the concept of dynamic object creation ultimately leads to dynamic creation of tasks. However, generally speaking, in order to determine schedulability, dynamic creation of tasks cannot be allowed. All tasks must be statically known. Thus creating objects dynamically cannot be allowed. These mutable objects can then be allocated static. What is left in the dynamic heap is now only immutable data which do not require any synchronization. Synchronization overhead is hence eliminated altogether. In Fig. 4 , an example of how such a system is arranged in memory is shown.
SCHEDULABILITY OF THE GC
We have so far shown that the first requirement of garbage collection scheduling is fulfilled by our collector. We have accomplished this by restricting the garbage collector to only
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Only immutable data run at idle time. In this section we will look at what is required in order to fulfill the second requirement. [4, 3] . We present a feasibility test for garbage collection in real-time systems called garbage collection demand analysis. In contrast to checking that the processor demand for all possible time windows are less than the size of the window, our analysis determines the required size of the window such that the garbage collection demand is less than the size of the window. If such a window size can be found and the required memory demands of that window size can be met, our garbage collector can feasibly be schedule in the system. We will only look at the hard real-time case for the analysis, which means no mutable data will be present on the heap and the transitions ScanRestart and CopyRestart will never be taken.
Garbage collection demand analysis
Baruah et al. presents a feasibility test for real-time tasks called processor demand analysis
We begin by looking at the execution time of the garbage collector if it is allowed to run without interruptions, and then we look at the cost contributed by tasks interrupting the collector.
The garbage collector transitions are defined in Fig. 1 and  2 . The Start and Done transition is only taken once per garbage collection cycle. The number of transitions of each kind can be derived from three basic parameters of the heap to be collected:
M : Amount of reachable memory to copy (in words). O : Number of reachable nodes on the heap. R : Number of reachable references on the heap.
We can now formulate the execution time of garbage collection (T gc) in terms of these parameters and execution times of each transition (denoted by T <name of transition> ).
Due to the fact that the tasks never can cause anymore copying work for the garbage collector 1 and we only have immutable data on the heap, the only extra garbage collection cost of interruptions is due to new allocations. Similarly to the heap parameters above we have three parameters due to new allocations during garbage collection: 
Now we will look at the total garbage collection demand for a time window of size t. For the sake of simplicity we will assume that the heap and allocation parameters are constants. Even though this is not true in reality (reachable memory, allocation rates, etc. tend to vary over time) we can always assume the worst case. We will return to the validity of this assumption at the end of this section.
Let n be the number of tasks, T A i be the garbage collection execution time due to allocations made by task i,
the maximum number of releases of task i in a time window of size t, Ci the execution time of task i, and Pi the period of task i. We can now formulate the total garbage collection demand (Cgc) in a time window of size t as follows.
Informally, Cgc consists of two independent parts. One accounting for the execution time required to garbage collect the heap, as if undisturbed. The second part accounts for the extra time induced and consumed by tasks interrupting the garbage collector.
Theorem 7.1. For any t such that Cgc(t) ≤ t the garbage collector can be scheduled feasibly (w.r.t. time) with a period of t.
Proof By contradiction.
The memory needs of the system is formulated as a function of the period t of the garbage collector.
Mtot(t)
In order to complete the proof of correctness of the feasibility test, we need to show that it is sufficient to test feasibility of the worst case of heap and allocation parameters. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The objective of the experimental study is to confirm that the model conceptually captures the execution time of the garbage collector. In other words, for a particular platform, there shall exist constants (e.g. TCopyWord) such that we can construct the platform specific model of worst-case garbage collection execution time by simply replacing the constants in the general model by appropriate values. Naturally, experimental results are by no means guaranteed to reveal the worst-case behavior (i.e. the constants associated with the actual worst-case behavior). However, if set up appropriately, it will inevitably expose flaws of the model (non-existence of constants). It should be noted that this experimental study is by no means a performance evaluation of the garbage collector or the way it is scheduled.
In ). The general approach we pursue is to measure the effect of each parameter in isolation whilst keeping the other parameters constant.
Hardware platform
The experimental platform we use is the LPC2468 Developer's Kit from Embedded Artists [29] , with the standard LPC2468-16 OEM board replaced by an LPC2468-32 OEM board. The LPC2468-32 OEM board contains a standard NXP ARM7TDMI-S LPC2468 microcontroller [30] along with 32 MB of SDRAM from Micron [28] . The reason we choose this platform is simply because it has a sufficient amount of memory (i.e. enables sufficiently wide ranges of input parameter values for the measurements), a JTAG interface, and a fairly simple memory hierarchy. The microcontroller has no cache, but there exists a primitive buffering mechanism within the External Memory Controller (EMC).
Software platform
In order to make it easy to run the measurements, we use two different code-bases. The first code-base is provided by Embedded Artists [29] and takes care of the initialization of the LPC2468, setting the CPU clock to 57.6 MHz and initializes the External Memory Controller (EMC). When the initialization of the LPC2468 is complete the microcontroller will be stuck in an infinite-loop. Once the infinite-loop is reached we connect to the microcontroller using the JTAG interface and upload the second code-base into the SDRAM. The second code-base consists of the test-code along with the Timber Run-Time System (Timber RTS). The Timber RTS used in the experiments is based on the standard ARM RTS available in the Timber darcs repository [23] . The ARM RTS has then been modified to support logging of several events within the RTS, among other things the GC-time and execution-time of messages. Special care is taken to minimize the effects of the logging. While it is impossible to completely remove the effects of logging the overhead is very small, constant, and predictable. After the test-run is complete we download the log from the internal SRAM of the microcontroller via the serial port.
Measurements
Parameters affecting Tgc
We have three heap parameters affecting the resulting Tgc. We setup the test runs in such way that each parameter can be varied in isolation (except when varying number of live nodes). The general configuration is a time-triggered scheduling of the garbage collector. The live data on the heap is a constant structure which is relocated 100 times by the garbage collector for each parameter value. We collect the total running time of each garbage collection cycle. During these measurements, we do not have any tasks running concurrently with garbage collector. We do this procedure for 1000 different values of the parameter in question.
Varying amount of live memory
We use one live node, which we vary the size from 1 to 1000 words containing no references. The results of this is shown in Figure 5 .
Varying amount of live references
We use one live node with a constant size of 1000 words, for which we vary the number of self references from 1 to 1000. The results of this is shown in Figure 6 .
Varying number of live nodes
We use a linked list where each node is of a constant size (16 words) and containing 1 reference (the next field). We vary the length of the list (i.e. the number of live nodes) from 1 to 1000. The results of this is shown in Figure 7 . Due to the fact that we cannot easily generate equivalent data structures with amount of live memory and number live references constant and vary the number of nodes with sought granularity, we actually vary all three parameters in a controlled way (i.e. 16 words live memory, 1 live reference, and 1 live object per data point).
Parameters affecting T
A i
We have two heap parameters affecting the resulting T A i . We setup the test runs in such way that each parameter can be varied in isolation. The general configuration is, again, a time-triggered scheduling of the garbage collector, but now accompanied with a task interrupting the GC once at every run. The amount of live data on the heap is kept constant over all runs as a constant payload of work to be done. We collect the total running time of each garbage collection cycle. We do this procedure for 1000 different values of the parameter in question.
Varying amount of references allocated
We allocate one node with a constant size 1000, for which we vary the number of self references from 1 to 1000. The results of this is shown in Figure 8 .
Varying number of nodes allocated
We allocate a linked list where each node is of a constant size (16 words) and containing 1 reference (the next field). We vary the length of the list (i.e. the number of live nodes) from 1 to 1000. The results of this is shown in Figure 9 .
From the measurements we can see that the behavior appears to be linear in all parameters. The scattered clustering of data points for some of the measurements can be explained by the, although relatively simple, non-flat behavior of the EMC. The reason why, for some measurements, the clustering forms distinct lines instead of being more evenly distributed in an area is the discrete behavior of the EMC (i.e., either hit or miss in the pre-fetch cache) together with the way the heap parameters were controlled (keeping all but one constant). Nonetheless, the overall tendency is linear which supports the validity of the model.
RELATED WORK
The key issue in scheduling concurrent garbage collection in real-time systems is undoubtedly how the garbage collector should be able to compete with the real-time tasks. Typically, this amounts to finding appropriate timing assumptions for the collector task. Although the garbage collector does not really have such timing properties, more or less artificial ones are necessary in order to determine schedulability of the whole system. Due to the quite complex dependency between properties of the real-time tasks and the required execution time for garbage collection, much of the focus in this field have unfortunately diverged from pure schedulability analysis towards improving measured performance. In [12] , Fu and Hauser presents a framework for describing a broad class of real-time garbage collectors and their corresponding scheduling premises. They also accurately identify the key to enable provable schedulability guarantees of a garbage collected system, to wit comprehensive knowledge about the memory behavior of the real-time tasks as well as the inter-dependencies between them and the garbage collector.
In [13] , Henriksson presents a feasibility test for garbage collection based on response time analysis [16] . In contrast to our work, he assumes a per task parameter for worstcase garbage collection time required after one invocation (G i). This parameter slightly corresponds to our execution time parameter due to new allocations (T A i ). However, he does not present the connection between Gi and the actual garbage collection algorithm used. This work was later extended by Gestegård-Robertz and Henriksson to compute an upper-bound on the cycle time of the garbage collector in order to meet total heap memory limits [26] , which corresponds to a rearrangement of our memory needs formula (Equation 4).
In [20] , Kim et al. presents upper-bound estimates on the execution time of a garbage collector based on Brook's [6] evacuation strategy. They present a schedulability test for the whole system based on a worst-case response time analysis of a sporadic server. In addition, they also present a live memory analysis to determine the worst-case local live heap memory of each task. In contrast to our work, they do not present a detailed connection between the parameters used in the execution time estimate and the actual garbage collection algorithm used. They are also limited to use rate monotonic priorities to enable the sporadic server schedulability test.
In [8] , Chang presents a hybrid approach based on a lazy freeing reference counting collector and a backup mark-sweep collector. External fragmentation is avoided by using a fixed block size. He also presents a schedulability test based on a dual-priority scheduling scheme including the worst-case cost for both the reference counting collector and the marksweep collector. This is achieved by integrating the two garbage collectors into the real-time scheduling framework as tasks (i.e., derive appropriate timing assumptions for them). The main difference between his approach and ours is that he integrates the cost of garbage collection in the regular schedulability analysis. This makes it more difficult to extend the regular schedulability test with more features (e.g., shared resources) without affecting the schedulability test of the garbage collector.
Recently, Kalibera et al. developed schedulability tests for both time-based and slack-based scheduling of time-triggered garbage collection [17] . They show that none of them are superior to the other (in terms of schedulability) and they draw the conclusion that the choice of scheduling policy is a key part of designing garbage collected real-time systems.
CONCLUSION
We have shown how the reactive object model of Timber enables us to decouple the schedulability analysis of the real-time tasks from the cost of garbage collection. We have, based on the incremental copying garbage collector presented in [18] and the real-time programming language Timber [23] , developed a feasibility test for the collector. We call this test garbage collection demand analysis, which contains only clearly identified parameters of the real-time system and their corresponding effect on garbage collection time. Apart from formal verification of correctness, we have confirmed the validity of the model through an experimental study run on the LPC2468 Developer's Kit from Embedded Artists.
The key motivation behind our approach to schedule garbage collection is to enable any scheduling policy (with corresponding feasibility test) for the real-time tasks. This is achieved by identifying and exploiting key properties of the run-time behavior of real-time tasks defined in Timber, which allow us to decouple the cost of garbage collection from the processor demand of the real-time tasks.
FURTHER WORK
Apart from timing assumptions and properties required by regular schedulability analyses (such as inter-arrival times, deadlines, worst-case execution times, etc.) our analysis also requires global live heap space bounds and heap allocation bounds for each task. Analyzing heap allocation properties for each task corresponds quite well to execution time analysis (with a slightly different cost model). Both are monotonically increasing accumulative properties. The results of such program analyses are typically expressed as functions of the programs input data [1] . In a real-time system, where tasks maintain an ongoing interaction with the environment, input data are typically tightly coupled with the state of the system. As a fortunate coincidence, such state-dependent properties corresponds very well to the behavior of global live heap space. Kero et al. has a forthcoming paper in preparation, presenting live heap space analysis for real-time systems [19] .
